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Solution Brief

One Step Ahead

Many customers experience uncertainty about being 

compliant or not. Indirect usage increases these days 

and if an SAP customer has a best-of-breed strategy 

the increase can become surprisingly high - 

sometimes dramatically high. Furthermore, it can be 

difficult to determine what license type a certain 

user should have, how many users are actually active 

in the system landscape, and how these users should 

be classified.

itelligence can assist in this matter. Based on an SAP 

License Management and Optimization Tool 

integrated into our Solution Manager, we can 

provide frequent reports (ie. monthly or quarterly) 

with a „real time“ compliance overview. These 

reports contains information such as:

  User consumption

  Users who did not login for the past xx days

  The same employee with multiple Named Users

  Users with unusual activities

  Which engines are being used

  ...

If an audit reveals a compliance issue, then the 

missing licenses must be bought from SAP at list 

price. By keeping one step ahead of the audit a 

potential excess consumption can be identified in 

due time. Hence, uncertainty can be avoided and 

there is a possibility to gain discounts when buying 

the needed licenses.

 

Beside the regular reports, itelligence also has the 

possibility to make ad-hoc analysis, simulations and 

optimizations.

Comply With Your SAP License Conditions

itelligence can help you stay compliant with your 

SAP License conditions in five ways: 

1) Named User Licenses

SAP has more than 40 Named User license 

types and the specific type determines which 

transactions the user is permitted to perform in 

the environment. itelligence can help you measure 

the transaction activity for each user, aggregated 

over time across all systems to get an accurate 

view of real usage. With this information you 

can evaluate individual needs, assign the “ideal” 

license for each user and be compliant at the 

lowest cost. 
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2) Inactive Users

The population of users requiring access to the SAP 

estate can fluctuate considerably over time. With 

our help you can monitor the usage of all SAP 

systems across the SAP estate to identify inactive 

users. Hence, you can initiate a process checking 

for inactive users on the SAP estate for licenses to 

be re-harvested and reassigned.

3) Duplicate Users

An organization’s SAP environment typically 

composes many systems and the administrator of 

one system (or group of systems) may be different 

from another. This environment evolves over time 

as new systems are added. itelligence can help 

you identify duplicates in the environment by 

displaying all users of each system as well as the 

attributes which are unique to the individual. With 

this information you can ensure that duplicates 

are dealt with in order for the organization not to 

double-pay (or worse) for licensing an individual 

user.

4) Indirect Usage

If any individual accesses SAP-stored data through 

third-party software, organizations must ensure 

they have an SAP named user license of the 

right type provisioned for them. itelligence can 

help you highlight potential unlicensed and 

non-compliant users accessing SAP systems by 

monitoring unusual behavioural patterns. This 

could for example be accessing multiple systems at 

the same time or working on the SAP system for an 

unrealistically long period for human users. With 

this information you are able to take proactive 

remediation steps and avoid potentially significant 

costs.

5) Engines

SAP licensing is not only based on per-user 

metrics, but includes software engines as well. 

SAP engines (packages, modules and add-ons) are 

optional applications for which additional licenses 

must be purchased. We can help you monitor 

your engines and give you a warning when a limit 

for the contractual number of licenses, engines, 

memory usage or specific activity types is reached. 

A warning will also be triggered once you use 

engines that haven’t been licensed. Consequently, 

you will be better geared to schedule your SAP 

spendings and avoid unpredictable costs at the 

annual audit.
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Snow Optimizer for SAP® Software, an SAP-certified 
application, provides SAP license optimization and 
management automation in a single integrated console.


